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The property clause has generated 
more academic discussion than 
any other provision of the bill 

of rights. Constitutional	Property	Law 
is the latest addition to a surprisingly 
long list of treatises that have attempt-
ed to make sense of the mysteries of 
section 25 of the Constitution. It goes 
straight to the top of the list.

To describe Constitutional	 Property	
Law as a ’new book’ is only partly true. 
It was originally intended to be the sec-
ond edition of Professor van der Walt’s 
The	Constitutional	Property	Clause:	A	
Comparative	Analysis	of	section	25	of	
the	South	African	Constitution	of	1997	
(Juta 1997). In the course of writing, 
however, Constitutional	Property	Law 
metamorphosed into a ‘successor to 
the original’ (vii). The change in title 
neatly snapshots the changes that have 
occurred in legal scholarship during 
the intervening years. In 1997, aca-
demic interest involved a ‘fascination 
with the text of the constitutional pro-
vision’ (vii). A decade later, academic 
interest has shifted ‘beyond the text of 
the property clause to include a range 
of constitutional provisions, legisla-
tion, case law and theory’ (vii) so that 
the subject matter ‘has become consti-
tutional property law’ (vii). A glance 
at the contents page will make it plain 
that Constitutional	 Property	 Law is 
much more than a textual exegesis of 
section 25 of the Constitution, and that 
it covers an extraordinarily wide range 

of issues. In terms of the breadth of its 
scholarship, Constitutional	 Property	
Law ranks with classics of South 
African legal literature such as PQR 
Boberg’s The	Law	of	Delict:	Aquilian	
Liability (1984)	and Lawrence Baxter’s 
Administrative	Law (1984).

Although Constitutional	Property	Law 
will be of obvious interest to the aca-
demic, it also contains much that will 
assist the practitioner. It will provide a 
helpful guide through the maze of con-
stitutional law for practitioners who 
may have little interest in (or little 
time to pursue) the sort of theoretical 
debates that keep academics awake 
at night. For those practitioners who 
endorse the view that there is noth-
ing more practical than a good theory, 
Constitutional	 Property	 Law	 will be 
compulsory reading. In effect, the text 
may be read on two levels – as a guide 
to the authorities for those who need 
quick answers to problems that arise 
in practice, and as a profound source 
of reflection on underlying concep-
tual issues for those who wish to go 
further. 

The book borrows heavily from a 
series of articles written by Professor 
van der Walt in recent years. This 
appears to provide the explanation for 
some unnecessary complications in the 
structure of Constitutional	 Property	
Law. For example, an introductory 
section on the horizontal application 
of section 25 of the Constitution (page 
43ff) is largely repeated in the final 
chapter dealing with the development 
of the common law (page 432ff). This 
leads to a substantial duplication of 
material, and makes for awkward read-
ing. 

This is, however, a minor criticism that 
does little to detract from the quality of 
the book. 

Put simply, Constitutional	 Property	
Law is an outstanding work of legal 
scholarship by one of South Africa’s 
finest academics.

Alfred Cockrell, Johannesburg 
Bar 
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The second edition of Eyvind 
Finsen’s work on the building 
contract is a welcome addition 

to the construction library. His first 
edition appeared shortly after the pub-
lication of the Joint Building Contract 
Committee (JBCC) ‘Series 2000’ docu-
ments. Since then JBCC have published 
four further editions – in 2000, 2003, 
2004 and finally edition 4.1 in 2005.

The work, as pointed out by Mr Finsen, 
is primarily intended for members of 
the building industry and attorneys and 
advocates who specialise in the field of 
construction arbitration and litigation. 
In order to cater for the laymen in the 
field of law he has included a ‘brief 
and elementary statement of the law of 
contract.’

This task must have been approached 
with a great deal of temerity as the 
subject is extensive and intricate. Like 
so many summaries, the section deal-
ing with the law of contract could be 
misleading to a person not schooled 
in law. 

However, when one considers the true 
purpose of the book, which is to pro-
vide a commentary on the JBCC con-
tracts, it provides a very readable and 
lucid exposition of the various ele-
ments thereof.

After commencing with a general dis-
cussion of the types of building con-
tracts, the role-players in a building 
contract and an introduction to the 
various JBCC agreements, Mr Finsen 
considers various provisions of the 
JBCC contract. The work follows the 
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main sections of the JBCC Principal 
Building Agreement and finally gives 
separate treatment to the JBCC Minor 
Works Agreement.

An important addition since the first 
edition is in relation to the changes that 
have been introduced in the contract 
to cater for the requirements of the 
State. Furthermore, the latest edition 
of the contract introduces adjudication 
as a procedure for the resolution of 
disputes.

Whilst providing a most useful road 
map through the JBCC contract and 
providing reference to a number of 
important authorities, it is again when 
Mr Finsen ventures into the exposi-
tion of certain of these authorities that 
some of his views are controversial. 
For example, his suggestion that the 
principle established in Ovcon	 (Pty)	
Ltd	v.	Administrator,	Natal	1991 (4) SA 
71 (DCLD) does not apply to the JBCC 
contract is not debatable. Equally, it 
would have been useful in this context 
to have referred to the leading English 
authorities. The whole question of the 
ownership of float is, as pointed out by 
him, extremely vexed and perhaps war-
ranted a deeper investigation.

Equally, the calculation of a contractor’s 
entitlement to extensions of time is not 
an area which is free of difficulties. Mr 
Finsen affords this subject very limited 
attention and provides a good but, in 
my view, over simplistic suggestion as 
to how an extension of time should be 
approached. The ICC guidelines and 
the Construction Law Society Protocol 
would have been welcome references 
for the reader who wanted to extend his 
knowledge further on this difficult area 
of construction law. In this context, 
the availability and use of adequate 
software for contract programming and 
critical path analysis are noticeable by 
their absence.

Another area which perhaps could have 
been introduced to the work might have 
been the problems associated with ‘dis-
ruption and delay’ claims which are so 
prevalent in the construction industry. 
The JBCC contracts, like so many 
of their counterparts elsewhere in the 
world fails to address and regulate this 
critical aspect.

The purpose of this book was, however, 
perhaps not to get too deeply embroiled 
in the problems of construction law but 

to provide a practical and understand-
able guide to the provision of the JBCC 
agreements. This it does admirably.

The new section dealing with the 
Minor Works Agreement and the com-
mentaries on adjudication and those 
provisions included in the agreement 
to cater for the State’s requirements are 
most welcome extensions of the first 
edition.

On balance I would recommend the 
work to all those involved in the con-
struction industry. The work deserves 
its own place in their construction 
library.

Patrick MM Lane SC, Johannesburg 
Bar 
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When the new Constitutional 
Court building was inaugu-
rated, Charles Correa said 

that the work had been like the inven-
tion of an axe: at some point in human 
history someone joined a stick to a 
stone, creating something entirely 
new.

Correa, an architect from India, was 
a member of the competition jury for 
the design of the court. That in itself 
was something quite new for the build-
ing of a South African court: this time 
the leaden hand of the Public Works 
Department was missing. Architects 
around the world competed. Five 

entries were shortlisted, the commis-
sion going to a team of young South 
African architects based in Durban and 
Johannesburg.

Of course what Correa was referring to 
was the use of the Old Fort complex on 
the Braamfontein Ridge for the site and 
many of the materials, coupled with a 
design and the use of glass, steel and 
stone in a way not to be found in any 
other court building in the world. So it 
happened that the buildings which had 
imprisoned Gandhi, Mandela, Morris 
Kentridge and thousands of others 
found a new use. What had been a 
ZAR fort (with a cannon prudently 
trained on early Johannesburg) and 
from 1902 to 1983 a prison became the 
most striking symbol of South Africa’s 
new constitutional order.

And striking it is. The court chamber 
is of course the heart: the symbiosis 
of the reused bricks from the demol-
ished awaiting trial block, the long 
ribbon window looking up at the feet 
of passers-by, the Nguni cattle skins 
and the earth colours throughout. The 
glass acoustic panels float above it all 
(it would of course be good if they did 
their job a little better).

This book describes the making of the 
court. It is beautifully assembled: sub-
tle photography of every corner of the 
Court, from its precincts to the confer-
ence room and the meditative inter-
nal gardens. There are finely judged 
interviews with the architects, who 
describe the design debates and choices 
in elegant and clear language. There 
are also commentaries and explana-
tions by several of the judges.

Of course the design has elicited con-
troversy, and the debate will continue. 
Was Chief Justice Pius Langa not right 
in his aversion to the angled, embel-
lished pillars which dominate the foyer 
(and wrong to accede to his colleagues’ 
persuasion in that regard)? Is the light-
ing not an inexplicable failing in the 
court chamber? And in various places 
does the symbolism not jostle competi-
tively and sacrifice simple strength for 
stridency?

Readers will have their own views. But 
this is to urge you to become one: Light	
on	 a	 Hill	 is a wholly engrossing and 
itself an enlightening book.

Jeremy Gauntlett SC, Cape Bar 


